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Over the past few decades, contemporary architecture practice 
has neglectedcareful observation of the American built environment 
in favor of often-heady theoretical discourse. During this period a 
n e a  settlement pattern has emerged in North America; a continuous 
and often messy fabric of malls, parking garages, office parks, 
airports, highways, gas stations, and houses. Eluding strict defini- 
tion a s  "city." "suburb," or "town," it is more the result of consumer 
forces, rapiddevelopment and the persistence of the automobile than 
well-intentioned design proposals. As azone  i t  is too diffuse and yet 
too intense to fit into traditional categories like city or town, hence 
the term Par~urbnriisrn. Derived from the neuter form of the Latin 
passim, meaning "here and there, all over, at random; without order, 
indiscriminately, pron~iscuously," the prefix pan- is ideally suited to 
define the free and careless development that is rapidly marching 
across the American landscape. The term panurbanism recognizes 
and insists on the ubiquity of a landscape condition divorced from 
physical urbanity. It is a reaction to a host of terms that do not 
adequately identify the scope of modern settlement patterns. Sprawl, 
technoburb, edge city and ex-urb are too reticent in their identifica- 
tion of the continuous, low-slung, and diffuse landscape which is 
home to an increasing number of the population. 

Recognizing that limited evidence has been collected concerning 
this type of urbanism, the body of work presented here focuses on 
one particular region, Tysons Corner, Virginia, as a subject for 
discovcry, discussion, and comparison to similar regions. Located 
midway between Washington DC and Dulles International Airport 
in Fairfax County,TysonsCorneris relatively young in age,displays 
astonishingly rapid and consistent growth, and is o f a  scale that can 
still be studied with care. Though certainly not the only example of 
panurbanism, Tysons is perhaps the purest. As a result, the specific 
observation of Tysons Corner has yielded fi\.e gcneral characteris- 
tics which help to define panurbanism in its multiple manifestations 
throughout the country: 

It resides it2 t1w I I C I S I I I ~ C ,  QS ( I  1~11d~c( ipe  h t  is both ~ I I Y . I ~ c c I I ! \ .  
ope12 ~12dlll)'f/10/0gi~~l//j~//Pd. Spatially. it reorganizes the central- 
ized core and periphery of the traditional city-suburb relationship, 
existing at a scale much larger than any one city as i t  is formed by the 
logic of the automobile. Culturally, the development of these large, 
unbroken plots inspires American myths of the frontier, Western 
notions of the pastoral and modernist aspirations of the tower in the 
park, readily exploited by residential cul-de-sacs and the promise of 
sylvan office parks. 

Pnr1~1rbmzis111 i~~cl~tr les  all ivitlio~tr beblg d l .  The sprawling 
panurban region accepts into its fold all types of decelopment. 
building. populations and activities without defining itsclf at a larger 
scale. Islands of programmatic difference are supported and sepa- 
rated by loose archipelagoes of civic and social infrastructure, 
ensuring that regions such as Tysons Corner remain placeless 

Fig. 2. A low slung lnndicape 

containers equal to no more than the sum of their parts. 
Like iiflootl, piinurba~zistrz exists preriomi~~crrelj or? the srr;iiice, 

e.xreritlitlg iriiliscrit~~irzcirely a < e r  d l .  Building height. setback, and 
bulk plane controls conspire to defuse potentially tight adjacencies. 
Regions maintain the :appearance of a Broad Ocean rather than dense 
fabric, where expansion equals diffusion. 

The e.xplicit opet~iriorznl credo is one of m w w s s .  Property 
turnover is high, concealing shoddy building quality. Whether 
speculative office building or brick colonial house, it is easier to tear 
down and replace than it is to reoccupy. In sum and substance, 
panurbia is the built result of the continuous building-occupation- 
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consumption-moving cycle resulting from an enduring vlsion of the 
frontier. 

Firlally, panurbanism is less crn iclerztijhtion of ir~hnbitatio~z 
than it isa corzdition ofrnovettler~t. Given the multipliers of a migrant 
professional work population and the short life span of buildings, 
panurbia does not exist as an identifiable place, but rather as a state 
of contiguous living. Perpetual motion toward a destination has 
subsumed the importance of place to the importance of traveling 
toward a place. 

In addition to defining the panurban phenomena, the preceding 
characteristics establish a framework for analysis and engagement 
that are the first steps toward critical intervention by the design 
professions. The panurban landscape may be read as a vast uncon- 
trolled experiment in architectural and urban innovation. Nascent 
design strategies are being unconsciously developed, tested, and 
modified by colnmercial developers and homeowners alike. To a 
design professional, these "experiments" may not appear to be 
exemplary propositions; but they are appropriate venues for making 
explicit an urbanism that is not intent on replicating the physical 
densities of traditional cities or the comfortable scale of small towns. 
For architects and urban designers to have a broad and lasting impact 
in the panurban environment, i t  is imperative that they take account 
of whit is already there. To  that end, a number of strategies may be 
identified for engaging Tysons Corner specifically and panurbanism 
in general. 

The development of native strategies derived from direct obser- 
vation allows for two modes of engagement. The first is through the 
construction of schemas that allow for the impartial investigation of 
the conditions outlined above. The development of critical distance 
is crucial to allow perceptions of these conditions to be unobstructed 
by knee-jerk aesthetic or moral reactions. These nlethodologies aid 
in thinking of Tysons Corner as a place, something that even 
inhabitants of Tysons have difficulty doing. Frequently describing 
Tysons Corner as one of the ugliest places they have lived, their 
mischievous tone invariably indicates that they are. to some degree, 
happy with Tysons as i t  is. 

The second means of engaging panurbia is the development of 
design propositions. The intent of the strategies presented below is 
not to transform Tqsons Corner into a traditional city, an effort that 
would inevitably fail. Rather, they are an attempt to manipulate the 
characteristics of panurban zones to create the ineffable tensions and 
interrelationships that mark the identity of traditional cities, but 
which remain noticeably absent in Tysons Corner. The aim of each 
of these strategies is not impro~ement.  but intensification of latent 
characteristics that are already manifest inTysons Corner. They rely 
upon the economic. social. and spatial logic, which structures its 
growthandcontinued vitaliiy. Not intended to bea pattern language, 
the5e strategies are a catalogue of themes, which may be combined 
in any number of ways to creaw \vildly di\ergent melodies. 

The ,firsr ~ i ~ n i r g j .  is tllcir oif superin~positioll, wlrerrby 11ei1. 
p r o ~ ~ u w ~ ~ t i c  ir5e.s tire oi  rrlciitl o11io e.ticli/lg spcices. L ~ ~ ~ ~ s I ~ I I c ~ I o . ~ .  
In this type of settlement pattern, zoning laws typically isolate uses 
creating discrete, programmatlcall> therned areas. This strateg! is 
recognizable in the variegated section of the tlpical Manhattan 
office block, in Tysons Corner simultaneous uses are applied to 
horizontal planes rather than pinned to vertical to\\ers. 

In Northern Virpini;~, lush forest doglegs often their way 
from the most ab,ject collection offifties b u n g a l o ~  5 through the most 
exclusive gated enclaves. The presence of these remnants is a 
function of strict controls. These county regulations, howe\er, are 
not imposed to preserve the natile beauty of the Virginian country- 
side but to protect inl'ra~truct~ire right-of-~nys.  Floodplains, high- 
tension \\ires and high\\aa)s are constantly crosscutting one another 
determining the orientation of subdi~isions,  buildings and uses. 
Turning the lattice ofprotcctcd grcen spacc intoa weboflinearpaks 
would transform these divisive dead zones into seams of physical 
activity also capable of social integration. 

Fig. 3. Rapid Growth 

Fig. 1. S~~periniposition 

Superimposition might also be applied to the economic re\,ital- 
ization of office parks. While the office itself remains the most 
significant component of the park financially, the buildings thern- 
selves rarely occupy more than 30-percent of the park's total area. 
The loosely plotted parallel tracks of asphalt and grass may appear 
haphazard but a careful calculus of available parking to permissible 
floor area ratios determines them. The economic and municipal 
necessity fix open space leaves ample area for the introduction of 
mixed programs such as day-care facilities, exercise trails. schools, 
and restaurants. The imposition of these new programs turns the 
office park from a nine-to-fi\e island into a new kind of village 
\\hose uie is extended beyond its workday inhabitants and beyond 
its wol-k a day hours. 

T11e ~ e c o ~ i d  srriirrgj, is ilir grner-crtiorz of edges. Urban design 
principles frcquenti! use a strong edge condition to complete a 
bound'uy, such as a classic street aa l l  or the enclosure of a plaza. 
The panurban landscape rarely allows for that kind of heightened 
spatial definition. The creation of a single edge, of an identifiable 
threshold, is a singular opportunity in Tysons Corner. 

In fact, strict edge conditions frequently occur he!-e. although 
they are rarely noted due to legislated buffer zones. To  reveal the 
existcnce of an edge creates an unexpected formal disjuncture, as in 
the instmces where the Dulles Beltway amputates and bisects a 
series of neighborhoods, starkly juxtaposing disparate scales of 
structure. speeds, occupation and program. The monstrous appear- 
ance of the highway in the midst of thedomestic realm results in one 
of the uncanny spatial combinations particular to Tysons Corner. 

A n  edge condition may alternatively be the site for intense 
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Fig. 6. Islanding. 

Fig. 5. Edges 

development. The loose archipelago of disparate strip malls, iibrar- 
ies and county offices could be transformed into a continuous linear 
city through heightened occupation, parallcling the piciuresque 
route ol' a suburban throughivay. 

The te~itle~icj of i~e~iilr~iriiil iilirl co~ii~ilercicil ile~~rlopr~wri:.~ ro 
erlwqe as r~icla\ r s  lenrls to riie i l i ir~!~.t i . ( i t~gy - i s h d i ~ i g ,  Current 
zoningrcgulations already c r a t e  islaiidsofdevelopnier~t and use; by 
highlighting and intensif!ing those cond~tions,  zones of real physi- 
cal and social intensity may beestablished in the otherwise loose and 
undifferentiated iandscupe. 

In residential neighbor-hoods ialliilding is enl'orced by the cul-de- 
sac. While the virtues ol 'the cul-de-sac may be dil'l'icult to identify 
in terms ofthe larger social fabric, as a purely formal d e ~ i c e  the cul- 
de-sac does create definable neigliborhoods. As zero-lot line man- 
sions become the norm, the cul-de-hat shifts from a dead end into an 
eminent11 surveillable plu)ground. B! ti~rning the street Into a 
terminal destination, the cul-de-sac alludes to mid-century social 
confidences sustained b) a homogenization of propert! ~ a l u e s .  and 
soothes preni~llenial fears of serial killers m d  child abduct~on.  

At a larger scale, islanding promises the deieiopment o i  :I 

destination urbanism. Thc  nialls at Tbsons Corner and the nearby 
Rrston Town Center daill experience the pedestrian congesriori of 
the worst weekends in d o ~ ~ n t o w n  h,l;inhattan. In the case of Rcsion. 
the main street is r e ~ e a l e d  to be a t\\o-biocl, circulation spine l'or a 
successful ouldoor mall. That the main street terminates in a corn 
field does not diminish its d r a ~  ? \ e n  l'or residents oI'F:~irfax County 
who live closer to Georgeto\vn than to the Dulles Airport. 

While the preceding trategies all require specific economic. 
social or political means to achieve urban goals, the last two 
strategies are categorically architectural In thelr mean,. 

Fig. 7 Exaggzrat~on 

c/iiir.iicrerisiic.r lire i~fliireil to riiepoiut ~ ~ i l r r - e  011 i~iipiic,ii rpniicil or 
sir~rctur.nl ciirribure bec.ori1e.s r.~plicit. 

For example, niost buildings in the panurban l a n d m p e  are 
decorated sheds. b a s ~ c  structural systems that are differentiated only 
b! the applied imagery. Whether ~nirrorcd curtain wall or neo- 
Georgian brickface. most of Tysons Corner is steel and wood frame 
enclosed with the thinnest possible drapery. Our initial discomfort 
at this impermanent construction could give way to a ceiebration of 
the thinness inherent in Tysons. Exaggeration of this characteristic 
could lend to the exploration of thin and malleabie material such as 
\in!l and aluminum in the interesi of redefining the tccionic of 
panurbanism as something more than applied image. 

Spatially, exaggeration might he applied to the overlooked 
t) i~ology of the parking structure. As has already been noted in 
~ a r i o u s  ebsays, the parking structure plays an in~portant role a5 both 
!he I'inal node of [he highway and as [he lobby of the far distant 
bullding. T>,piccil to most excursions through panurbia, the parking 
garage is an undercontrolled public terrain betheen autonomous 
privacy of the auroniobile and the privatized mass experience of the 
niall or the workplace. Ph)hicall), its disproportionate size and its 
uncertain ground plane niake rhr parking structure available for 
extensive formal and programmatic manipulation. Combining the 
spatial and social potential of the garage could result in a new model 
of pubilc space, :inalogous to the traditional cily street. 

Fi~icill!~, rile ,+$/I siriirrp! 1 1 7 i i ~ .  be describer! ns ilie sinre o f  
l o o r t h g ,  ~i,/lich ij r11e crwiric)~! c~/ ' i r l :~~~~t ior~i i l  ji~.v:iq~osirio~~s :hot il<$i 
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Fig. 8. Looming. 

rllr r.xprcted c o t ~ s i s r e ~ ~ c ~  qf pocketed, i l ~ s d n r  tlei&p~izerzt. 
Looming may be read as an object-based strategy in which a 

strong vertical element breaks the insistent horizon of the ubiquitous 

two-story development. Such a device becomes an instant land- 
mark, distinguished less by its singular qualities than by the jarring 
juxtaposition of unlike entities. Even bereft of its original function, 
an element such as an empty water tower becomes a magnet for 
whatever personal, idiosyncratic or community meanings which 
may be affixed to it. Looming, however, is not only aformal strategy, 
but a programmatic one as well. Stark programmatic juxtapositions 
are important contributing factors in creating the types of social 
activity, which we normally associate with our most positi~istic 
readings of physical density. 

As the new incarnation of the "city," Tysons Corner in particular 
and panurbanism in general pose unique challenges to those seeking 
to engage their various zones, especially given panurbanism's rapid 
and undaunted expansion across the national and global landscape. 
The characteristics and strategies outlined in this paper are an effort 
to overcome the neglect of the everyday by attempting to ground a 
discourse in the mundane facts of parking lots, billboard heights and 
commuting. In all, the strategies, built as they are on the exploitation 
of latent characteristics of the panurban landscape, promise a new 
urbanism equally at home in Tysons Corner, Brooklyn, or Phoenix, 
one relegated to neither enclave suburban developments, nor one 
dependent on the radical transformation of the American psyche. 
Panurbia is now home to the majority of the American population, 
culture, and building markets. But, as a place and a phenomenon it 
has yet to be embraced as an inevitable and exciting zone for 
intervention by the design professions. 


